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computer programming series digital computer graphics - computer programming series digital
computer graphics: - an annotated bibliography by helen m. abbott vol. 2 published by american data
processing, inc. conversational in-vehicle dialog systems - sri international - speech data in vehicle is
from speaker noise such as breathing, and coughing, while mispronunciation and incomprehensible speech
could contribute up to 5% of data. 2. history of conversational systems - • data base interface combining
top-down (hypothesis driven) and bottom-up (data-driven) processing. selective attention to allocate limited
computing resources. stand-alone jremote graphic system - as high-usage or conversational, be capable of
being performed within the display subsystem. this defined a need for local data storage, i/o capabilities,
decision making, and data processing capabilities within the subsystem. these capa bilities were also required
of a low-cost, stand-*ibm 1130/2250 graphic data processing system host system /360 attached configuration
figure 1-stand-alone ... sounding data processing by mini-computer - graphic surveys and automatic
plotting of sounding sheets has led these two organizations to design a data-processing method, combining
their knowledge of the problem with recent great advances in mini-computerized and electronic equipment.
thus the port autonome de bordeaux which, from 1975 onwards, had used the dali 1 programme (automatic
plotting of isobaths) written in for tran and ... bea ds tuxedo 11gr1 v4 new graphic v2 dgoel - oracle oracle data sheet 2 highly reliable distributed transaction processing oracle tuxedo provides a service-oriented
infrastructure for efficiently routing, an exploration of eye gaze in spoken language processing ... - an
exploration of eye gaze in spoken language processing for multimodal conversational interfaces shaolin qu
joyce y. chai department of computer science and engineering mas.632 conversational computer systems
fall 2008 for ... - hauptmann, a. g. "speech and gestures for graphic image manipulation." in proceedings of
in proceedings of the conference on computer human interface, pages 241-245. electronic design using
graphics - rd.springer - the processing program for the line printer, picprint, allows selected pictures to be
retrieved from disc file, and reproduced on the printer to a scale which is set at execution time. the line printer
is naturally unable to deal with all types of graphic data (for example arcs or lines at other than certain
angles), and the program prints diagnostic messages if it is asked to process such ... document resume ed
050 770 li 002 832 - eric - document resume ed 050 770 li 002 832 author braidwood, j. title a selected
bibliography of on-line visual displays. and their applications. institution office for scientific and technical
information, ibm time-·sharing system/360 concepts and facilities - and open access to the central data
processing facility. multiple remote consoles provide to many simultaneous users a direct means of monitoring
and controlling the computers that are servicing their needs. these users, at remote terminals, can, if they
desire, limit themselves to the services to which they are accustomed in a multiprogrammed, batch-processing
environment. experience has ...
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